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ABSTRACT 
 
Research in the area of sentiment analysis is growing rapidly. 
Along with this the need for a corpus that can help in 
increasing the validity of the sentiment results is very much 
needed. But there are special cases against languages where 
data sources are very rare. One of them is a homonym word 
which means the word which has the same vocabulary but has 
a different meaning. In this study, an annotation scheme 
model named BMBI annotation scheme model will be 
designed to meet the needs of the corpus. This model has 
several elements namely <KATA>, <KALIMAT>, 
<HOLDER>, <APPRAISAL GROUP>, <TARGET>, and 
<MODIFIER>. The annotation process of the scheme model 
was done by six (6) annotators with certain criterion. An 
agreement evaluation of the annotation process was 
performed using the Fleiss. The calculation of the agreement 
among annotators is focused on 7 tasks namely language 
identifiers, BI polarity on the <KATA> element, BM polarity 
on the <KATA> element, BI polarity on the <KALIMAT> 
element, BM polarity on the <KALIMAT> element, BI 
tagset, and BM tagset; produce a Moderate value of the 
agreement which indicates that the agreement results are 
feasible to be used as a basis for further research.  
 
Key words: BMBI, homonym, annotation, Fleiss Kappa, 
Inter-annotation, model  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Sentiment analysis, or commonly referred to opinion mining 
is one part of the text mining. Sentiment analysis is an 
intersection of information retrieval, natural language 
processing, and artificial intelligence [1]. This field of study is 
to discuss the people's opinion, sentiment, evaluation, 
behaviour, and emotions to an entity such as products, 
 

 

services, organizations, individuals, issues and topics, events, 
and attributes [2]. This research requires data sources from 
various sources that can reflect opinions on the entity.  
The need for corpus to help sentiment analysis research is 
increasingly high, especially for Multilanguage corpus. But 
for special cases in some languages that lack a lot of data 
sources, it is very difficult to find a suitable corpus. One of 
them is for homonym languages which mean have the same 
vocabulary but different meanings. The meanings here focus 
on the polarity of sentiment. The purpose of this study is to 
establish a special corpus to explain the difference of a word 
that has two or more meanings of a multilingual. This corpus 
will be used for the classification of sentiment analysis on 
Social Media. 

Bahasa Melayu (BM) that is used in Indonesia and 
Malaysia likewise varies in the comprehension and the 
general observation by people in general of the two nations. 
This distinction can trigger a false impression [3]. This is 
because the two languages have the same vocabulary but have 
different meanings, so that there are differences in Part of 
speech-tags and sentiment, thus allowing the results of 
sentiment analysis research to be contradict. Based on 
research from [4], explains that the existence of Bahasa 
Indonesia (BI) words and phrases known by people of 
Malaysia but has a different meaning. Also explained also by 
[5] that the same words in different languages can be 
interpreted with different or even contradictory semantics and 
this can lead to other contextual ambiguities 

For example, refer to the following Bahasa Indonesia 
tweet: 

“Sidang gugatan Rp 13 milyar Bupati tolak hadiri sidang 
Serambi-Lhokseumawe” (Rp13 billion suit The Regent 
refused to attend the Serambi-Lhokseumawe hearing) 

Compare this tweet with the following Bahasa Melayu 
tweets: 

“Selina Kyle jadi Catwoman sebab Bruce Wayne tolak dia 
jatuh dari tempat tinggi lepas tu dia...” (Kyle becomes 
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Catwoman because Bruce Wayne pushes her down from the 
heights, and then she...) 

If noted there is a word “tolak” on both tweets above. In 
Bahasa Indonesia, the word is used, as well as in Bahasa 
Melayu. However, if considered based on the sentence, the 
word “tolak” in the Bahasa Indonesia means reject/refused 
while in the Bahasa Melayu, “tolak” sometimes means the 
push.  
Another example in Bahasa Indonesia: 

“Kamu kenapa sih comel banget?” (Why are you so 
nagging?) 
Compare with the use of the same word (comel) in Bahasa 
Melayu: 

“Comel sangat budak kecil tu” (That kid is so cute) 
The use of the word “comel” in both sentences is different. In 
addition, it has different sentiments. In Bahasa Indonesia, 
“comel” has a negative sentiment, namely nagging. While in 
Bahasa Melayu, “comel” means cute which has a positive 
polarity sentiment. 
In addition to these conditions, data collection from social 
media will also experience difficulties. Researchers who will 
conduct sentiment analysis will collect data using ISO (The 
International Organization for Standardization) language 
code. Bahasa Indonesia has a code "id", and Bahasa Melayu 
has a code "msa".  
So that at certain moments, one word can affect the analysis of 
sentiment in the future. Sentiment results can’t match the 
intended. This query validation process requires expertise 
from human annotations.  
To overcome this, we need an annotation scheme model that 
can help the language annotation process. However, there is a 
lack of annotation scheme models that can be accessed for 
similar languages such as Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa 
Melayu, and the corpus containing vocabulary words is the 
same but has different meanings.  
The annotation scheme model found at this time can only 
identify one type of language and cannot support similar 
languages, such as TimeML [6], ISO-TimeML [7] 
OpinionMining-ML [8], SentiML [9], SentiML++ [10] dan 
OpinionML [5]. 
This paper will first describe the methods used to form the 
scheme model that is known as the BMBI model (section 2). 
Then in section 3, the process of forming the BMBI Model 
and its guidelines is described and followed by the annotation 
process using the BMBI Model in section IV. Section V will 
explain about the evaluation results of the annotations using 
the BMBI Model. Section VI concludes this paper with future 
enhancement.  
 
2. METHODS 
 
This section will explain the improved model, the BMBI 
Annotation Scheme Model. The methodology used is 
MATTER (Model, Annotation, Train, Test, Evaluation, and 
Revise) [11]. Phases in MATTER are depicted in Figure 1. In 
accordance with Figure 1, the steps of the annotation stage 
consist of 4 (four) steps, namely the model and guidelines, 

annotate, evaluate, and revise. The first sub section describes 
the BMBI scheme model and guidelines. In it will be 
explained in detail about the structure and usefulness and it 
will also be explained what the benefits are of using the BMBI 
Annotation Scheme Model. The next section is an annotation 
process of models for BMBI corpus that have been built 
before, and then proceed with evaluation of the agreement 
calculation of 6 (six) annotators using Fleiss Kappa [12]. The 
last section explains the revision process of the annotation 
process using the BMBI scheme model. 
 
In annotation process, manual annotation method is 
performed to ensure that no data is different from 
predetermined guidelines. But it is not possible to validate 
manual annotations directly. Therefore, we need at least two 
annotators who can evaluate the results of annotations using 
the Kappa family, one of which is. Annotators must get the 
same text samples in parallel and compute the results using 
coefficients [13]. 

 

 
Figure 1: MATTER cycle 

 
About 6 (six) annotators worked for this corpus for 3 weeks. 3 
(three) of them worked on the Bahasa Indonesia corpus and 3 
(three) worked on the Bahasa Melayu corpus. Below is the 
specification of the annotator that performs annotations using 
the BMBI Annotation Scheme Model, including: 

1) Consists of 6 (six) annotators, namely 3 native-speakers 
Bahasa Indonesia and 3 native-speakers of Bahasa Melayu. 

2) All annotators are native speakers of each language. 
3) The annotators must have a minimum educational 

background of a Master in the field of IT or Linguistic. 
The next section will explain the implementation of the 
methodology used to improve the model for Indonesian and 
Malay annotation schemes which have the same vocabulary 
but have different meanings. 

 
3.  BMBI ANNOTATION MODEL AND GUIDELINES 
 
The BMBI Annotation scheme model is a model designed to 
help annotate several languages that have similarities, in this 
case a dataset from Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa Melayu that 
has the same vocabulary but has a different meaning. 
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As explained for example in Introduction there is a number of 
words that have vocabulary similarities but differ in meaning 
from Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa Melayu. This has an 
impact on determining the results of polarity and sentiment. 
These words can be annotated automatically using a 
previously available corpus. However, due to the difficulty of 
identifying which words are in Bahasa Indonesia and which 
are Bahasa Melayu words. Data collection from social media 
will also experience difficulties. Researchers who will 
conduct sentiment analysis will collect data using ISO (The 
International Organization for Standardization) language 
code. Indonesian has a code "id", and Melayu has a code 
"msa". In practice, when taking data in Indonesian, all data in 
Indonesian and Melayu is taken. However, when only taking 
data in Melayu, no data is retrieved. Table 1 displays the 
results of automatic annotations. 

Table 1: Sentiment Polarity Bahasa Melayu And Bahasa 
Indonesia 

Words Sentiment 
BM BI 

jimat positive negative 
percuma positive neutral 

asyik neutral positive 
bual positive negative 

gampang negative positive 
… … … 

The above results prove that there is a difference in polarity 
even though it says the same. But if you pay attention, in the 
word "percuma" (useless) the results of sentiment in 
Indonesian is not very precise. The use of the word “percuma” 
will be negative if placed in a sentence like "Percuma saja 
kamu belajar kalau tidak dipahami dengan baik". Therefore, 
the proposed model allows annotating words from the word 
level and sentence level sides. The following paragraph will 
explain the structure contained in the BMBI Annotation 
Model. 
The BMBI Annotation Scheme model is divided into two 
structural parts namely the KATA structure group and the 
KALIMAT structure group. Element KATA becomes the 
outermost structure in which there is a KALIMAT structure 
group. In KATA there are lang, tagset, polarity and spelling 
attributes. On the KALIMAT element there is a polarity 
attribute which indicates the polarity of the sentence to the 
chosen KATA element. In addition to these 2 (two) elements, 
there are 4 (four) semantic elements that have been modified 
from previous models, namely SentiML, SentiML ++ and 
Opinion ML. The details will be explained one by one as 
follows: 
1. The <KATA> element is the element that indicates the 

intended word. This <KATA> element has been selected 
or inputted according to a previously formed corpus. In 
this case the corpus contains the same vocabulary words 
but has different meanings from Bahasa Indonesia and 
Melayu. 

2. The <KALIMAT> element is a sub-element of the 
<KATA> element that contains sentences that are 
examples of words intended by the <KATA> element. 

Annotation results from one word can get different 
annotation results. In the <KALIMAT> element, there 
are more attributes than the <KATA> element, although 
the polarity attribute appears also in the <KALIMAT> 
element. This is to prove that polarity can change if a 
word is included in a sentence. 

3. The <HOLDER> element is a semantic element that 
describes the holder of the <KALIMAT> element that 
has been selected.  

4. The <APPRAISAL GROUP> element is the link 
between the <TARGET> element and the 
<MODIFIER> element.  

5. The <TARGET> element is a semantic element that 
explains the words that are the target of words that 
contain opinions. 

6. The <MODIFIER> element is the next semantic element 
that search for words that contain negative, positive, 
neutral or ambiguous sentiment meaning from a 
sentence. 
 

[1] <KATA> element 
 
The <KATA> element is the element that indicates the 
intended word. This <KATA> element has been selected or 
inputted according to a previously formed corpus. In this case 
the corpus contains the same vocabulary words but has 
different meanings from Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa 
Melayu. 

 
Figure 2: The red word has been selected in the <KATA> element 
 
Figure 2 shows there are several words with red highlights. 
These words have been chosen using the <KATA> element. 
In this process, the words were predetermined according to 
the corpus that had been built previously, namely BMBI 
Corpus which contained Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa 
Melayu words with the same vocabulary but had different 
meanings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3: KATA Element 

<KATA ELEMENT> 
<KATA id=<ID>> 
<descriptions text= <string> 
spelling="default value" polarity= 
<positive/negative/neutral> 
tagset="NN" lang=<BM/BI> /> 
</KATA> 
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Figure 4: Display of DTD results from <KATA> element 

 
Figure 3 shows that inside the <KATA> element there are 4 
main attributes and Figure 4 shows the display of it. The main 
attributes of <KATA> element which are: 
a. id: Unique identity of the <KATA> element 
b. text: The exact text of the word as found 
c. lang: i.e. determine the type of language of the word. 

Figure 5 shows that there are two choices that the 
annotator must choose, namely BM (Bahasa Melayu) 
and BI (Bahasa Indonesia). 

 
Figure 5: The "lang" attribute in the <KATA> element 

 
d. tagset: i.e. determine the type of tagset of the word in 

question. The annotator will choose one of the 27 tagset 
based on the standard reference from each language 
[14], [15] as seen in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: The "tagset" attribute in the <KATA> element 

e. polarity: i.e. determine the polarity or sentiment of the 
word in question. Figure 7 shows that there are 3 (three) 
choices: positive, negative and neutral. 

 
Figure 7: The "polarity" attribute in the <KATA> element 

f. spelling: for this attribute only, a description will be 
provided which will be filled out by the annotator in case 
of spelling changes to the word. Example of the word 
"kapan" (shroud) in Bahasa Melayu is changed to 
"kafan". 

[2] <KALIMAT> element 
 
The <KALIMAT> element is a sub-element of the <KATA> 
element that contains sentences that are examples of words 
intended by the <KATA> element. Annotation results from 
one word can get different annotation results. In the 
<KALIMAT> element as seen in Figure 8 and the display of 
DTD in Figure 9, there are less attributes than the <KATA> 
element, although the polarity attribute appears also in the 
<KALIMAT> element. This is to prove that polarity can 
change if a word is included in a sentence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8: <KALIMAT> element 
 

 
Figure 9:  Display of DTD results from <KALIMAT> element 

 
Figure 10 shows that there are several sentences with orange 
highlights. These sentences have been chosen using the 
<KALIMAT> element. The sentences are obtained from 
social media where there are words listed in BMBI corpus. 

 
Figure 10: The sentences have been selected in the <KATA> 

element 
The attributes contained in the <KALIMAT> element are 

as follows: 
a. id: Unique identity of the <KALIMAT> element 
b. text: The exact text of the sentence as found 
c. polarity: same as the use of the polarity attribute on the 

<KATA> element as seen in Figure 11, this attribute 
also contains 3 (three) choices, positive, negative, and 
neutral. But the results can be different from the polarity 
results in the <KATA> element along with the formation 
of sentences in the <KALIMAT> element. For example, 

<KALIMAT ELEMENT> 
<KALIMAT id=<ID>> 
<descriptions text= <string> 
polarity=<positive/negative/neutra
l> /> 
</KALIMAT> 
</KALIMAT ELEMENT> 
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for words “bandar” (port). In the <KATA> element, the 
polarity of the word is neutral. But when included in the 
sentence “Dialah bandar dari perjudian dengan 
teknologi canggih” (He is the bookie of gambling with 
advanced technology) the polarity of the sentence 
becomes negative. 
 

 
Figure 11: The "polarity" attribute of the <KALIMAT> element 

 
The next section is an explanation of other elements which 
are semantic elements adapted from several previous models. 
These elements include the HOLDER, TARGET, 
MODIFIER and APPRAISAL GROUP as non-consuming 
elements which are the link tags of the TARGET and 
MODIFIER elements. 
 
[3] <HOLDER> element 
 
An opinion holder means an entity that has a specific opinion 
on a particular topic or problem. The <HOLDER> element 
contains many unique <HOLDER> elements. Each 
<HOLDER> has a unique identity that can be used as a 
reference anywhere in the document. Element <HOLDER> 
is a semantic attribute that indicates who owns the sentence 
in question as seen in Figure 12 and Figure 13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12: < HOLDER> element 
 

 
Figure 13: Display of DTD results from <HOLDER> element 

 
The attributes contained in the <HOLDER> element are as 
follows: 
a. id: Unique identity of the <HOLDER> element 
b. text: The exact text of the word as found 
c. type: Type of the holder entity i.e. person, organization, 

country, place, concept or thing. 
d. orientation: contains positive, negative, neutral and 

ambiguous values. 
 

[4] <APPRAISAL GROUP> element 
 

The <APPRAISAL GROUP> element is the link between the 
<TARGET> element and the <MODIFIER> element, so it 
can be seen the relationship between the two elements, 
including the orientation of the relationship (positive, 
negative, neutral, ambiguous). This relationship can be 
divided into several forms: 
This relationship can be divided into several forms: 
1. A noun with adjective. For example, in the word "Saya 

suka" (I like). The word "Saya" (I) is a noun from the 
<TARGET> element while the word "suka" (like) is an 
adjective from the <MODIFIER> element. 

2. A verb with noun. As an example in the word "kacak 
pinggang" (akimbo). The word "Kacak" (conceited) is a 
verb of the <MODIFIER> element while the word 
"pinggang" (waist) is a noun from the <TARGET> 
element. 

3. An adjective with verb. As an example in the word "suka 
berbual" (like to brag). The word "suka" (like) is the 
adjective of the <TARGET> element while the word 
"berbual" (boast) is a verb of the <MODIFIER> 
element.  

The <APPRAISAL GROUP> element has attributes namely 
id, fromID, from Text, ToID, orientation as seen in Figure 14 
and Figure 15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14: <APPRAISAL GROUP> element 
 

 
Figure 15: Display of DTD results from <APPRAISAL GROUP> 

element 
 

The attributes contained in the <APPRAISAL GROUP> 
element are as follows: 
a. id: Unique identity of the <APPRAISAL GROUP> 

element. 
b. fromID: is the ID of the <TARGET> element selected to 

<HOLDER ELEMENT> 
<HOLDER id=<ID>> 
<descriptions text= <string> type= 
“thing” orientation= 
<positive/negative/neutral/ambig
uous> /> 
</HOLDER> 
</HOLDER ELEMENT> 

<APPRAISAL GROUP ELEMENT> 
<APPRAISAL id=<ID>> 
<descriptions fromID=<ID> 
fromText=<string> toID=<ID> 
toText=”<string> 
orientation=<positive/negative/neu
tral/ambiguous> /> 
</APPRAISAL GROUP> 
</APPRAISAL ELEMENT> 
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be associated with the <MODIFIER> element.  
c. fromText: contains the text from the fromID attribute.  
d. toID: is the ID of the <MODIFIER> element that will be 

associated with the <TARGET> element in the fromID 
attribute.  This attribute selects a modifier that will be 
linked to the target in the fromID attribute.  

e. toText: contains the text of the toID attribute. 
f. orientation: contains positive, negative, neutral, and 

ambiguous values. 
 

[5] <TARGET> element 
 
The <TARGET> element is an entity that is addressed by a 
sentiment. One target can have more than one sentiment 
value. The <KATA> element can also be a <TARGET> 
element so that one word can contain two elements as seen in 
Figure 16 and Figure 17. For example, "Kalau dilihat pada 
rupa, memang semua manusia itu cantik dan kacak". The 
word "manusia" is an element of <TARGET> which 
explains the sentiment of "cantik" and "kacak". 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16: <TARGET> element 
 

 
Figure 17: Display of DTD results from <TARGET> element 

 
The attributes contained in the <TARGET> element are as 

follows: 
a. id: Unique identity of the <TARGET> element 
b. type: Type of the target entity i.e. person, organization, 

country, place, concept, or thing. 
c. orientation: contains positive, negative, neutral, and 

ambiguous values. This attribute is filled in if the target 
contains sentiment. 
 

[6] <MODIFIER> element 
 

The <MODIFIER> element is used to search for words that 
contain negative, positive, neutral, or ambiguous sentiment 
meaning from a sentence. In one sentence can have more 
than one element <MODIFIER> as seen in Figure 18 and 
Figure 19. The <KATA> element can also be a 
<MODIFIER> element so that one word can contain two 
elements. For example, "Kalau dilihat pada rupa, memang 
semua manusia itu cantik dan kacak". The word "kacak” is 

selected in the <KATA> element, but also is chosen as the 
<MODIFIER> element. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 18: MODIFIER element 
 

 
Figure 19: Display of DTD results from <MODIFIER> element 

 
The attributes contained in the <MODIFIER> element are 

as follows: 
a. id: Unique identity of the <MODIFIER> element 
b. attitude: Type of the target entity i.e. person, 

organization, country, place, concept, or thing. 
c. orientation: contains positive, negative, neutral, and 

ambiguous values. This attribute is filled in if the target 
contains sentiment. 

d. force: contains the intensity values of the <MODIFIER> 
element, which are low and high.  

e. polarity: this attribute to give a sign if in the sentence 
contains the word negation. 

4. BMBI ANNOTATION PROCESS 
The annotation process uses the BMBI scheme model that has 
been designed and uses the BMBI corpus that has been 
formed. As many as 1000 tweets were collected for each 
language. From the 1000 tweets, 7000 words were generated 
from the data pre-processing process in each language. Then 
2100 words were taken that had the same vocabulary in both 
languages, and then only 300 words had different meanings 
which would later be included in the BMBI corpus. 
The annotation process requires several annotators who 
understand the language being annotated both formal and 
informal. However, the annotators must have guidelines and 
use language references that are recognized by their 
respective language rules in working on this process. 
About 6 (six) annotators worked for this corpus for 3 weeks. 3 
(three) of them worked on the Bahasa Indonesia corpus and 3 
(three) worked on the Bahasa Melayu corpus. Below is the 
specification of the annotator that performs annotations using 
the BMBI Annotation Scheme Model, including: 
1. Consists of 6 (six) annotators, namely 3 native-speakers 

Bahasa Indonesia and 3 native-speakers of Bahasa 

<TARGET ELEMENT> 
<TARGET id=<ID>> 
<descriptions text= <string> 
orientation=<positive/negative/neu
tral/ambiguous> /> 
</TARGET> 
</TARGET ELEMENT> 

<MODIFIER ELEMENT> 
<MODIFIER id=<ID>> 
<descriptions attitude= 
<affect/judgement/appreciation> 
orientation=<positive/negative/n
eutral/ambiguous> 
force=<high/low/normal/reverse> 
polarity=<marked/unmarked> /> 
</MODIFIER> 
</MODIFIER ELEMENT> 
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Melayu. 
2. All annotators are native speakers of each language. 
3. The annotators must have a minimum educational 

background of a Master in the field of IT or Linguistic. 
4. A total of 300 words are the focus of this corpus, and 

80% of 618 sentences are formed that will be reviewed 
by each annotator. 

The annotators may not carry out annotations without 
standard references according to the rules and part-of-speech 
of each language. In this study, Indonesian and Malay are 
used; the references used are taken from the sources below: 
1. Bahasa Indonesia dictionary (Kamus Besar Bahasa 

Indonesia) 
2. Bahasa Melayu Dictionary 
3. Link https://kbbi.web.id/ for Bahasa Indonesia 
4. Link http://prpm.dbp.gov.my/ for the Bahasa Melayu 

(but no tags are provided) 
5. Link http://prpmv1.dbp.gov.my/ for the Bahasa Melayu 

(but no tags are provided) 
After all the above conditions are fulfilled, the annotators will 
be given annotation guidelines and how to use the BMBI 
Annotation Scheme Model as described in points [1] to [6]. 
This annotation process has been revised 3 (three) times to get 
the appropriate model shape and will be explained in section 
D. 

5. BMBI EVALUATION 
This section will explain the evaluation results of BMBI 
training data and BMBI testing data. This evaluation uses a 
Fleiss Kappa calculation of 6 (six) annotators. This process is 
carried out 3 (three) times if the agreement does not reach a 
minimum value of 70%. 
A. Inter-Annotator Agreement 

The reliability of the model that has been designed will be 
tested using the inter-annotator agreement technique using 
Fleiss Kappa. The use of human annotators to check the 
reliability and validity of the model is expected to get more 
detailed and thorough results, especially for the determination 
of POS tags and sentiment based on references that have been 
determined for each language. This stage processes data of 
each language namely 80% training data and 20% testing 
data. It takes each 6 (six) annotator to process Bahasa Melayu 
and Bahasa Indonesia sentences. All annotators must agree on 
the results of this evaluation process at least 70% [16]. This 
process uses the Inter-Annotator Agreement and its statistical 
calculations using Fleiss Kappa. If the result is below 70%, 
then revision of the model or data must be made. 
Kappa (κ) can be defined as: 
 

 
  
P is the actual agreement and Pe is the expected agreement. 
The agreement value is based on how many annotators agree 
on a tag. Assessments are made for each language, i.e. the 
maximum score is 3, because each language is assessed by 3 
(three) annotators such as those shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Diagnose on 10 sentences by three annotators per 
sentence 

nij Negative Positive Neutral Pi 
Sentence 1 0 3 0 1 
Sentence 2 0 0 3 1 
Sentence 3 0 0 3 1 
Sentence 4 3 0 0 1 
Sentence 5 3 0 0 1 
Sentence 6 0 0 3 1 
Sentence 7 0 3 0 1 
Sentence 8 1 0 2 0.333 
Sentence 9 0 0 3 1 
Sentence 10 0 0 3 1 

Total 7 6 17 9.333 
pj 0.233 0.2 0.567  

a. Evaluation of Kappa value in Language Identification 
(lang) 

This evaluation aims to determine the level of agreement 
between annotators in identifying a word, whether it is Bahasa 
Indonesia or Bahasa Melayu. Specifically, for this attribute, 
the annotation results are taken from a combination of the six 
(6) annotators, meaning that the results are not distinguished 
between the results of annotations from Bahasa Indonesia 
annotators and Bahasa Melayu annotators. 
 

Table 3: Annotation data from lang attribute 
Words BI BM Pi 

W1 0 6 1 
W2 5 1 0.666667 
W3 5 1 0.666667 
W4 5 1 0.666667 
W5 0 6 1 
W6 6 0 1 
W7 0 6 1 
… … … … 

W618 6 0 1 
Total 1617 2091 539 

pj 0.436084 0.563916  
Based on Table 3 the value is known n=6, N= 618, k=2, sum 
of Pi = 539 and sum of cells= 618. Then the calculation of , 

 and k (kappa) as follows: 
 

 
 

 
 
Then the result of kappa value for lang attribute is 0.739 or 
73.9%. 
b. Evaluation of Kappa value in polarity (on the <KATA> 

element) 
This evaluation aims to determine the level of agreement 
between annotators in determine the polarity of the <KATA> 
element, whether it is Bahasa Indonesia or Bahasa Melayu. 
The annotation results are taken from each language, i.e. 3 
(three) from Bahasa Indonesia annotators and 3 (three) from 
Bahasa Melayu annotators. 
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Table 4: Annotation Bahasa Indonesia data from polarity 
attribute on <KATA> element 

Words negative positive neutral Pi 
W1 0 0 3 1 
W2 0 0 3 1 
W3 0 0 3 1 
W4 1 0 2 0.333333 
W5 0 0 3 1 
W6 0 0 3 1 
W7 0 0 3 1 
… … … … … 

W618 0 0 3 1 
Total 366 178 1310  

pj 0.197411 0.096009 0.70658  
Based on Table 4 the value is known n=3, N= 618, k=3, sum 
of Pi = 600.67 and sum of cells= 618. Then the calculation of 

, and k (kappa) as follows: 

 
 

 
 
Then the result of kappa value for Bahasa Indonesia data from 
polarity attribute on <KATA> element is 0.938 or 93.8%. 
Furthermore, the polarity of the <KATA> element in Bahasa 
Melayu will also be calculated. 

Table 5: Annotation Bahasa Melayu data from polarity 
attribute on <KATA> element 

Words negative positive neutral Pi 
W1 0 0 3 1 
W2 0 0 3 1 
W3 0 1 2 0.33333 
W4 0 0 3 1 
W5 0 0 3 1 
W6 0 0 3 1 
W7 0 0 3 1 
… … … … … 

W618 0 1 2 0.33333 
Total 342 212 1300  

pj 0.18447 0.11435 0.7012  
 
Based on Table 5 the value is known n=3, N= 618, k=3, sum 
of Pi = 542 and sum of cells= 618. Then the calculation of , 

and k (kappa) as follows: 
 

 
 

 
 
Then the result of kappa value for Bahasa Melayu data from 
polarity attribute on <KATA> element is 0.733 or 73.3%. 
c. Evaluation of Kappa value in polarity (on the 

<KALIMAT> element) 
The purpose of this evaluation is to determine the value of the 
agreement between annotators regarding differences or 

changes in polarity between the <KATA> element and the 
<KALIMAT> element. This annotation process is also carried 
out separately by each language with 3 (three) annotators per 
language. 

Table 6: Annotation Bahasa Indonesia data from polarity 
attribute on <KALIMAT> element 

Sentences negative positive neutral Pi 
S1 0 0 3 1 

S2 1 0 2 0.333 

S3 0 1 2 0.333 

S4 1 0 2 0.333 

S5 0 3 0 1 

S6 0 0 3 1 

S7 0 0 3 1 

… … … … … 

S618 1 0 2 0.333 

Total 642 444 768  

pj 0.346278 0.2395 0.41424  
 
Based on Table 6 the value is known n=3, N= 618, k=3, sum 
of Pi = 543.33 and sum of cells= 618. Then the calculation of 

, and k (kappa) as follows: 

 
 

 
Then the result of kappa value for Bahasa Indonesia data from 
polarity attribute on <KALIMAT> element is 0.814 or 81.4%. 
Furthermore, the polarity of the <KALIMAT> element in 
Bahasa Melayu will also be calculated. 

Table 7: Annotation Bahasa Melayu data from polarity 
attribute on <KALIMAT> element 

Sentences negative positive neutral Pi 
S1 0 0 3 1 
S2 0 0 3 1 
S3 0 0 3 1 
S4 0 0 0 1 
S5 1 0 2 0.3333 
S6 0 0 3 1 
S7 0 0 3 1 
… … … … … 

S618 0 1 2 0.3333 
Total 465 290 1098  

pj 0.25081 0.15642 0.5922  
 
Based on Table 7, the value is known n=3, N= 618, k=3, sum 
of Pi = 519.5 and sum of cells= 618. Then the calculation of , 

and k (kappa) as follows: 
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Then the result of kappa value for Bahasa Melayu data from 
polarity attribute on <KALIMAT> element is 0.717 or 71.7%. 

 
d. Evaluation of Kappa value in tagset (on the <KATA> 

element) 
The purpose of this tagset annotation is to find out the value of 
the agreement between annotators in each language. The 
results of this evaluation will indicate whether there is a 
difference in tagset for the same word in the two languages. 
This evaluation still uses 3 annotators for each language. 
 

Table 8: Annotation Bahasa Indonesia data from tagset 
attribute on <KATA> element 

Words FW SYM NN NNC … RP Pi 
W1 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
W2 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
W3 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
W4 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
W5 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
W6 0 0 0 0 … 0 1 
W7 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
… … … … … … … … 

W618 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
Total 5 0 112

2 
98  12  

pj 0 0 0.60
517 

0  0  

 
Based on Table 8 the value is known n=3, N= 618, k=28, sum 
of Pi = 519.5 and sum of cells= 618. Then the calculation of  

and k (kappa) as follows: 

 
 

 
Then the result of kappa value for Bahasa Indonesia data from 
tagset attribute on <KATA> element is 0.753 or 75.3%. 
Furthermore, the tagset of the <KATA> element in Bahasa 
Melayu will also be calculated. 

Table 9: Annotation Bahasa Melayu data from tagset 
attribute on <KATA> element 

Words FW Sym NN NNC … RP Pi 

W1 0 0 2 1 … 0 0.333 
W2 0 0 2 1 … 0 0.333 
W3 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
W4 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
W5 0 0 2 1 … 0 0.333 
W6 0 0 3 0 … 0 1 
W7 0 0 2 0 … 0 0.333 
… … … … … … … … 

W618 0 0 0 0 … 0 1 
Total 0 28 

181 
0  0  

pj 0 0.015 0.098 0  0  

Based on Table 9 the value is known n=3, N= 618, k=28, sum 
of Pi = 484.33 and sum of cells= 618. Then the calculation of 

, and k (kappa) as follows: 

 
 
 

 

Then the result of kappa value for Bahasa Melayu data from 
tagset attribute on <KATA> element is 0.778 or 77.8%. 
Thus, the results of annotation evaluations using the BMBI 
annotation scheme model can be summarized as in Table 10. 

Table 10: BMBI Fleiss Kappa Agreement Results for 
Different Tasks 

No Task Agreement 
Score 

Level of 
Agreement 

1 Language 
Identification 

73.9% Moderate 
agreement 

2 BI polarity (on the 
<KATA> element) 

93.8% Almost 
Perfect 

3 BM polarity (on the 
<KATA> element) 

73.3% Moderate 
agreement 

4 BI polarity (on the 
<KALIMAT> 
element) 

81.4% Strong 
agreement 

5 BM polarity (on the 
<KALIMAT> 
element) 

71.7% Moderate 
agreement 

6 BI tagset (on the 
<KATA> element) 

75.3% Moderate 
agreement 

7 BM tagset (on the 
<KATA> element) 

77.8% Moderate 
agreement 

 
As shown in Table 10, the results of the evaluation of the 
annotation process using the BMBI annotation scheme model 
are as expected, which is at least 70% or in the sense of a 
Moderate agreement. 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
This study develops a corpus of Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa 
Melayu where the vocabulary is the same but has different 
meanings. Besides having different meanings, these words 
have different Part of Speech-tags and sentiments, thus 
allowing the results of sentiment analysis research to be 
contradict. 
Because of this, the first contribution to this study was the 
formation of an annotation scheme BMBI model consisting of 
the elements <KATA>, <KALIMAT>, <HOLDER>, 
<TARGET>, <MODIFIER> and <APPRAISAL GROUP>. 
The BMBI model can identify differences in language, 
sentiment and tagset from Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa 
Melayu from both the word level and sentence level. This 
model successfully carried out the annotation process for 
Bahasa Indonesia and Bahasa Melayu which was one of the 
members of the language group from similar languages. 
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From the BMBI annotation scheme model produced a second 
contribution, namely the formation of the BMBI corpus 
consisting of 300 words which are words that have the same 
vocabulary but have different meanings. This corpus BMBI 
also contains the tagset and sentiment values that have been 
annotated using the BMBI annotation scheme model. 
The BMBI corpus before, before being declared feasible to be 
used for further research, must go through an evaluation 
process using a human annotator which is the third 
contribution of this study. The results of the agreement 
between annotators consisting of 6 annotators who annotated 
618 sentences combined between Indonesian and Malay. 
Calculation of the agreement between annotators focused on 7 
tasks namely language identifier, BI polarity on <KATA> 
element, BM polarity on <KATA> element, BI polarity on 
<KALIMAT> element, BM polarity on <KALIMAT> 
element, BI tagset and BM tagset; on average produces a 
Moderate agreement value which shows that the agreement 
results are feasible to be used as a basis for further research. 
Overall, this research can be considered successful in forming 
the BMBI annotation scheme model, BMBI corpus and 
evaluating using human annotators. 
The results of this research will form a new corpus named 
BMBI corpus. This corpus contains the results of annotations 
that have been carried out using the BMBI model as explained 
in this paper. Furthermore, the corpus will be conducted 
training, testing and evaluation using the SVM algorithm in 
accordance with the results of a survey paper that has been 
done previously [17]. The results of this training and testing 
determine the validity of the corpus for machine learning. 
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